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Executive summary
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There was extra pressure on newsrooms due to the looming banking crisis and plummeting C25, as well as a drone collision with a Russian 

fighter jet. These circumstances affected the overall exposure considerably we were told by among others TV 2 News. Despite this, the 

conference received satisfactory coverage with a total of 70+ DK media clippings, 14 (+585, third party media pick-ups from Associated Press 

and still awaiting stats on third party pick-ups from Tomson Reuters) INT media clippings, 19+ INT media and 9 DK media registered, 13 

DK/INT media participating, 44+ DK/INT media outlets publishing stories and 100+ event calendars updated. 

International coverage was secured through collaboration with Reuters Thomson, Mergermarket, Rocking Robots and Associated Press. Media 

clippings from these outlets are still only partially published. The total placement result is 14 + 585 (third party media pick-ups from 

Associated Press). We are still awaiting stats on third party pick-ups from Tomson Reuters.

TV 2/Fyn did not get an interview with the Crown Prince. This resulted in a royal angled robotics feature on TV 2/Fyn being canceled, but it also 

affected features on TV 2/Nyhederne that relied on material from TV 2/Fyn. Nevertheless, a short live on TV 2 News with PAL Robotics was 

featured last minute  through a joint effort with the Teknologisk Institut. DR Fyn was positive about covering ERF2023, but unfortunately had to 

prioritize other stories due to the news situation. Time Magazine was also sidelined at the last minute. 

Press invitations were only sent out three weeks before the conference. A recommendation for the future would be to start this part earlier, e.g. 

2 months prior to the event. Given the circumstances, the results of the press efforts can be considered satisfactory.



Results
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84 +585 (third party pick-up from Associated Press, still awaiting Tomson Reuters) media clippings (DK/INT)*

44+ media involved (DK/INT)*

13 media participating (DK/INT)

100+ event calendars (DK/INT)

*awaiting first and third party report from Tomson Reuters  



Who came to Odense?
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9 journalists (DK)

4 correspondents (INT)

25+ media professionals (DK/INT)



Media list and clippings
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Media clippings (DK)

Media clippings (INT)

Media list

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v4xD-VFq3msM1D0Tnth7jTH6wySkhxGgk0qkV-eVWXA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10DsmBddIrz6AdndqGuQ3FETXQavlsBuiWsC4RcbAxRI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HV9kU_LS-lqOB6Q5hb__ScIJvLrrBg-uOCd48M4Sx2U/edit
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Still pending
Awaiting first and third party resultats from Tomson Reuters.
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Tomson Reuters, Tom Little:

Thanks a lot for your cooperation last week, it was much appreciated.

Associated Press, James Brooks:

Thanks for this Anders. Much appreciated.

Feedback



Who is Change?
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We supply the Danish automation industry with state of the art PR and digital marketing. Since 

2015 Change has serviced 50+ robotics and automation companies with media relations and lead 

generation. We design and operate entire customer journeys all the way down to a single product 

launch.



80+ projekter
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Anders Kongeskov Randow

Digital Media & PR Specialist

Kochsgade 31D, opg. C, st., 5000 Odense C

Phone +45 25 70 20 19 

anders@change.dk

Let’s get in touch

mailto:anders@change.dk


The way we see your market
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We do digital customer journeys through four phases to ensure 
conversion at all levels. PR serves as initial touch point.



www.change.dk

http://www.change.dk

